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Abstract
The use of information technology to support the educational mission of academic medical centers is nearly universal; however, the scope and methods employed vary greatly (Souza et al. 2008). This article reviews the methods, processes, and specific techniques needed to conceive, develop, implement, and assess technology-based educational programs across healthcare disciplines. We discuss the core concepts, structure, and techniques that enable growth, productivity, and sustainability within an academic setting. Herein are specific keys to success with examples including project selection, theory-based design, the technology development process, implementation, and evaluation that can lead to broad participation and positive learning outcomes. Most importantly, this article shares methods to involve students, faculty, and stakeholders in technology design and the development process that fosters a sustainable culture of educational innovation.

Introduction
Essentially, all North American medical schools use information technology (IT) to support their educational mission with a combination of web-based curricular materials, course management, virtual patients, patient logs, online evaluations, and other software applications (Kamin et al. 2006). However, the scope of activities and implementation methods vary greatly from school to school, as do the organizational and administrative mechanisms supporting these services (Souza et al. 2008). Little is published about how best to deliver and support medical education technology.

This article reviews the core concepts, structure, and techniques for success in education technology in an academic environment. To illustrate, we use the Laboratory for Educational Technology at the School of Medicine at the University of Pittsburgh as an example. The Lab’s mission is to enhance medical education through the discovery, development, and validation of new learning technologies – not only to solve educational problems but also to seek opportunities to use technology to enhance learning beyond traditional approaches. Here we share the methods our Lab and others use to conceive, develop, implement, and assess a range of large-scale software applications and technology programs for learning. In an effort to guide other developers and users of education technology, we detail here the key success factors, provide examples, and share lessons learned that led to a culture of technology innovation at our institution.

Getting started
In 2001, as the use of web-based technology was emerging in medical education, the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine established the Laboratory for Educational Technology. This research and development lab’s mission was not only to discover and build educational software but also to ensure widespread adoption of online interactive techniques among faculty and students. The Lab reported directly to the vice dean who is responsible for the school’s educational programs, faculty affairs, student affairs, financial aid, and admissions, and worked closely with the Office for Medical Education and the Curriculum Committee. The primary focus was on the needs of the 4-year medical curriculum but with some autonomy to work with clinical trainees and continuing professional education and on externally funded projects.
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Practice points
- A school of medicine-based education technology laboratory can foster a culture of innovation in teaching and learning.
- Careful selection of projects, modern software production techniques, and diverse sources of funding are necessary to sustain a school of medicine-based education technology laboratory.
- Academic technology groups should focus on developing and supporting flexible technologies that can be applied across all levels of training and disciplines.
- Involvement of students and faculty throughout the design and implementation of new learning technologies.
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educational IT center served the direct needs of the medical school and could still pursue experiments and research with novel technologies. Other schools chose to use IT resources based at either the academic medical center or provided by the university (Souza et al. 2008). Each model has its advantages and disadvantages relating primarily to flexibility, independence, and sustainability. An education IT group based at the medical school and funded by external sources (grants, contracts, and philanthropy) can typically select its own priorities and pursue riskier projects than one that is supported by the University or Academic Medical Center.

As demand for web-based learning tools grew, the Lab in Pittsburgh evolved to a team of nine education and technical specialists along with its portfolio of offerings including:

- integrated web portal with single-sign-on role-specific access to all educational, administrative, and extracurricular online systems
- collaborative online learning environments for project and team activities
- clinical experience logs for tracking of patient encounters and procedures
- just-in-time learning, providing on-demand contextual modules triggered by clinical encounters
- virtual patient simulation – interactive computer-based simulations of clinical cases

Core concepts

Four concepts related to educational software development guided the Lab’s early work:

- build technology tools that scale vertically and horizontally across disciplines and learners;
- put easy-to-use online content development tools in the hands of educators;
- provide easy access to educational design and support personnel; and
- maintain a relationship with the faculty and students that encourages pursuit of new ideas.

This combination of flexible, easy-to-use software tools and an open-door policy that encouraged and supported faculty and student ideas led to a culture of innovation.

Funding

The seed funding for the Laboratory for Educational Technology came from the School of Medicine discretionary funds and represented an uncommon investment at the time. As the Lab evolved, it continued to derive core support from the school but grew in scope and depth through external funding using a mix of federal grants, foundation support, unrestricted educational grants from industry, and cost-recovery from clinical departments. This approach worked well since it allowed the Lab flexibility in selecting projects, the ability to grow in scope, and at the same time avoided participation in programs that did not support themselves financially.

These early decisions regarding structure and funding proved critical to the success and sustainability of our education technology initiatives during a period when legitimate skepticism regarding the role of technology was common. The most important decision continues to be the inclusion of students and faculty in the technology development process.

The remainder of this article examines the specific success factors found most valuable accompanied by specific examples from our own educational technology lab. We believe that these success factors and the lessons we learned will be valuable to other schools in their own technology decision-making and development efforts to solve educational challenges, offer new opportunities for learning, and stimulate innovation.

Key success factors

The ability to fund and sustain an education technology program and to design, develop, implement, and assess its many software projects and programs, in our experience, is dependent on a number of key success factors.

Key success factors – Selection of projects

New educational technology projects tend to begin when either a specific educational need arises or as a novel idea from faculty, administration, or students. Because the number of opportunities usually exceeds available resources, one must assess and select only the new ideas that have the most potential, while at the same time not discouraging innovation and experimentation.

Key 1: Assess the educational need and value to the stakeholders.

When a new idea or an educational need is identified, take time to assess its value to the learning process and institutional educational goals. This step extends from needs assessment to assessment of the short- and long-term educational impact of the proposed technology.

While needs assessment is a well-recognized initial step (Kern et al. 1998), we at the same time are careful to include all stakeholders (administration, students, and faculty) and document their perspective regarding the project’s potential impact. Also, we perform an investigation into existing solutions and ask other institutions what worked, what did not work, the reason for success/failure and, most importantly, and what they would do differently the next time. This due diligence can save time and money (Cook & Dupas 2004). Objective analysis of all stakeholders’ needs not only facilitates project selection but their early participation proves valuable during later stages of design, development, and implementation.

Questions to ask stakeholders:

(1) Does the new idea reflect a true opportunity to (a) solve an educational problem, (b) improve an existing program, or (c) learn/teach in a new and better way?

(2) Will this technology make learning better and not just different?
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(3) How generalizable is the problem and the proposed solution? Will learners in other disciplines, levels of training, and other institutions benefit?

Key 2: Assess the technical feasibility. Following needs assessment, we engage in a technical consultation with our own staff and external experts. The Lab uses its own experience, technical analysis, and a global network of education technologists to answer critical early questions. Reaching outside one’s own institution was valuable since many educational projects, especially the unsuccessful ones, are never reported in the academic literature. Awareness of other school’s experience as reported at regional, national, and international conferences along with personal communication adds significantly to initial project assessment (Cook 2006).

Questions for internal education and technical staff:

(1) Is the project within our capabilities and resources? Does it build on existing areas of expertise and in-house skills?
(2) What is the likelihood that the proposed technology can solve the problem?
(3) Can the identified problem be best-addressed using existing technology or a traditional method?
(4) What are the perceived technical and implementation limitations?

Questions for external consultants:

(1) Has a similar idea already been tried before locally or elsewhere?
(2) What worked, what did not work, and where were the barriers?
(3) How would they do things differently the next time?

Key 3: Estimate the costs and benefits. Cost is generally underestimated when educational projects are developed within an academic environment. Some may only tally the new direct costs such as software, computer hardware, and additional staff. Large indirect costs such as the time spent by existing faculty and staff who are therefore unavailable for other teaching activities are often overlooked. Totaling the true costs is necessary to adequately weigh against the benefits. The cost of sustaining a new program is another often overlooked item. This includes faculty time required to keep the educational content current, the staff time to handle support, and the technical resources needed to update the software to work with evolving computer hardware, operating systems, and web browsers.

Analyzing the risks and benefits of a project, monetary, and otherwise, is key in the selection and prioritization process.

Questions to estimate cost:

(1) What are the true total costs for design and development – both out-of-pocket expenses and in-kind contributions?
(2) How much faculty and staff time is required to develop and implement a new program?
(3) How much staff time and annual expenses are necessary to sustain the project?

(4) Is there adequate funding and faculty interest to sustain the long-term content development of a program?
(5) What is the cost of failure?

Despite initial optimism usually associated with a new project, someone has to ask the question “what if it doesn’t work?” Timelines and milestones should be examined carefully and alternatives identified if critical deliverables and expectations are not achieved.

At the University of Pittsburgh, we employ an agile-development approach; identifying and working on the highest-risk components of a project first, then repeatedly testing functions and features with end-users before continuing on. This allows for early identification of problems and adjustments to design well before critical deployment dates.

Questions to estimate benefit:

(1) How big of a problem does the proposed technology solve?
(2) How many learners and educators are impacted by this new technology?
(3) Will this new program scale horizontally to include other topics, and vertically to new and larger audiences?
(4) Does this project have the potential to contribute to medical education outside the institution?

In our experience and others, investing in learning technologies is more beneficial as the audience size grows and the separation of teachers from students (by space and time) increases (Taradi et al. 2008). A new project has far more value if it can be used for a variety topics and disciplines (Cook & Dupas 2004) and by different audiences such as residency trainees, allied health, and continuing education. Finally, we try to determine a proposed technology’s novelty and its potential to add new learning techniques to medical education in general.

EXAMPLE: Web-based virtual patients are an example of a technology used widely to teach many subjects, in a variety of settings and across the spectrum of medical education. In Pittsburgh, we use virtual patients in small group-learning rooms where students take turns interviewing, examining, ordering diagnostic tests, establishing a differential diagnosis, and instituting therapy. Adding technology to problem-based learning enhances exploratory learning and facilitates the use of high-resolution images, audio, video, and web-based resources in a way that stimulates group discussion (Kerfoot et al. 2005). Researchers at the Karolinska Institute have taken the web-based case discussion further by using live online chat between PBL groups at Stanford in California, USA, and Stockholm, Sweden (Zary et al. 2006). This same web-based virtual patient software is used in many disciplines and adapted for a variety of audiences from classroom teaching to independent continuing education.

Key 4: Avoid single-purpose educational programs. Faculty occasionally approach the Lab with proposals for web-based learning programs targeted at a single, specific educational...
need for a single audience. Typically, after working with our educational designers, the same objectives can be met by entering their new content into an existing system. On the contrary, when an educator proposes a unique learning tool with broad applicability, the Lab encourages and supports the development of their new program.

EXAMPLE: A motivated faculty member sought to create a web site for obstetrics education targeted to Internal Medicine residents. Instead of creating a custom one-off application, she worked with the Lab’s educational designers to adapt the existing General Medicine Online Modules software (a derivative of the Navigator Learning management System (LMS)) to interactively deliver her educational content. New features were added for research purposes to confirm the effectiveness of this approach (Spagnolletti et al. 2007).

EXAMPLE: The Lab collaborated with the Palliative Care faculty to conceive a novel approach to teaching end-of-life clinical skills to clinical clerkship students. A “Just-in-Time” learning system was devised where students’ existing clinical patient logs trigger on-demand learning modules tailored to the diagnoses entered into the log. Normally, single-topic subject matter would not warrant a large-scale development project, but we recognized that this unique approach could be applied to any discipline, not just palliative care.

Key success factors – Design and development

The following are concepts and techniques that we found helpful during the design and development phase of a new project, especially when working in an academic environment. While a comprehensive review of software design and development is beyond the scope of this article, these are the most important factors that helped our educators and developers reach their goals.

Key 5: Define the project’s audience, environment, and motivational factors. At the beginning of a new project, clearly document a project’s scope and learners’ motivational factors to aide design decisions throughout development.

(1) Who is the audience?
(2) What is the setting your technology will be used in?
(3) Where in a learner’s educational workflow does the technology fit?

The audience for education software is not just the student. It also includes the content expert(s), supporting faculty, administrative staff, and others. For example, will educators use your software to create new learning content independently or include the help of an instructional designer? Also, will course directors or administration need reports reflecting completion and student performance?

Defining the setting, whether it is in a classroom, a small group, or for independent learning, greatly affects software design and implementation plans. A web exercise that is intended for facilitated small group learning should be experiential and trigger additional deeper learning external to the exercise itself. However, if a program is intended for independent learning, the necessary educational content should be embedded and adapted for a variety of learners since there is no facilitator or teacher present to fill in knowledge gaps and guide learning.

Finally, what will motivate the intended learner to seek out and engage with your program? Will this be part of required curricular material or optional self-motivated learning? Is completion mandatory? Will a specific performance level be required for a passing grade? Are there consequences for not satisfactorily completing the program?

In our experience, beginning the design and development process prior to specifying an audience, environment, and motivation, can be problematic and require redesign and rewriting software to meet previously unrecognized requirements.

Key 6: Successful technology development follows good educational design. Designing an effective educational software application or new technology is similar to designing any successful educational program and employs similar principles and skills. Success requires the combined knowledge and skills of instructional designers, software technicians, content experts, educators, and learners (Lang 2005). At the Lab, the development process begins by critically examining a course or program’s overall current educational design. This includes defining learning goals, workflow, and desired outcomes. The time and effort expended at this stage forces new courses and educational programs to critically evaluate their overall educational design, before software design begins.

Questions for the educational design team:

(1) What are the desired educational outcomes, such as new knowledge, skills, and changes in behavior or attitudes?
(2) What learning does this program replace or enhance?
(3) Where in a learner’s educational workflow does the program fit?
(4) How will the learner know the necessary steps have been completed at the required level of proficiency?
(5) How will the learning outcomes be measured?

EXAMPLE: Our medical student Scholarly Project, a longitudinal project-based learning experience needed a mechanism for students and their mentors to communicate, share documents, and submit reports. Before designing a supporting technology, the Lab’s instructional designers and technical staff carefully reviewed and documented the Scholarly Project’s educational goals. They analyzed the students’ and mentors’ workflow and designed a solution that fit both the users’ needs and achieved the program’s educational goals. This collaborative development process between the software design team and the program stakeholders ensured good educational design before writing the first line of
software code and contributed to the success of the program (Boninger et al. 2010).

Key 7: Employ adult learning theory where appropriate. Attention to relevant learning theories during the software design process leads to more effective outcomes and learner acceptance (Ruiz et al. 2006). Instructional designers in our lab lay out a roadmap built on sound learning theory that guides the software design process. We ask collaborating experts and ourselves questions regarding how well a proposed software design relates to adult learning theory.

Questions for the educational design team:

1. What cognitive level(s), using Bloom’s taxonomy, are we trying to achieve?
2. How self-initiated and self-directed is the design?
3. What is the balance of active versus passive learning?
4. Can we relate the lesson to a clinical experience?
5. Can the learner engage in problem solving?
6. Can feedback be individualized based on the learner’s prior knowledge and performance?

EXAMPLE: Working with educators, the Lab applied self-directed and contextualized learning theories to the design of its Just-in-Time learning system. This educational tool provides students with brief online learning modules based on their daily electronic patient log entries. The learning is self-initiated and relates to an actual clinical case at a time when new knowledge may be applied and outcome to the problem observed.

Key 8: Well-designed educational software can be used in multiple learning settings. We focus our efforts on developing learning “tools” that can be used with a range of topics and for learners at different levels of education and training. The Lab tries to design technology projects to be content agnostic so they might apply vertically from novice to expert and horizontally across disciplines.

EXAMPLE: The Lab’s Navigator LMS was originally designed for the undergraduate medical school curriculum. Today, Navigator has 12 distinct variations serving medical students, residents, dental students, and continuing education. Each group manages its own digital content, access control, educational features, functionality, and user interface. However, all 12 versions use the same software code, database, and network services.

EXAMPLE: Developing our own blog (web-log) application proved valuable despite the availability of commercial and open-source blog software. Initially, course directors used their individual blogs to post daily updates about the course and field questions from students. Later, students used a slightly modified version of the course blog to discuss project progress with their Scholarly Project mentors. Students use yet another version of the blog software to discuss their PBL cases with small group members. By developing our own technology, we were able to customize and integrate it smoothly with our own LMS and portal applications.

Key 9: Commercial software, when carefully selected, can be the best solution. The Lab’s mission is to encourage innovation and creativity and, as a result, most of our software solutions are developed in-house. However, using commercial applications, especially when they can be customized to local needs, can be less expensive and shorten the time to implementation.

EXAMPLE: The medical students needed a web portal in just 4 months, eliminating the possibility of building one from scratch. SharePoint™ (Microsoft, Redmond, CA), a business-oriented portal and collaboration software platform, was selected because of its “out-of-the-box” capabilities. Just as important, its features could be extended using software plug-ins called “web parts.” We were able to deliver the basic portal functionality on time and later extend its value by writing our own medical education-specific web parts.

Key success factors – Implementation and assessment

Key 10: Employ a stable, fast, and scalable IT infrastructure. Students have come to depend on their online educational resources and software daily and at all hours. They have a low tolerance for downtime and slow performance. Usability research tells us that latency, the time between when a user requests information and receives a response, significantly affects perception of the value of the data returned (Borella et al. 1997). To ensure reliable performance, we outsource our IT network and server services to another department’s large dedicated network services group. This allows the development team to focus on the software application development and direct support of students and faculty. Modern dedicated “data centers” can provide flexibility and security beyond what most medical schools could reasonably equip themselves. They can quickly expand storage, speed, and bandwidth to adjust to changing needs and their backup, failover, and recovery capabilities are typically superior. Some schools are now experimenting with large commercial services such as Google (Mountain View, CA) and Amazon (Seattle, WA) who offer attractive prices if your IT needs are large.

Key 11: Encourage faculty participation by providing software tools and teaching them how to creatively use them. Teaching faculty are generally highly motivated educators and when given the opportunity, they find creative ways to educate their students. When taught how to use flexible educational tools, we found that faculty members independently adapted them to their individual teaching needs, some times in ways we did not predict. To this end, the Lab’s
education specialists make themselves highly available and schedule regular one-on-one meetings to introduce them to new technologies. Faculty development, when conducted properly, is essential for success and sustainability of educational technology. For example, we sought out and hired an educational designer with a degree focused on faculty adoption of technology. He proved critical to the school’s ability to distribute technology broadly and deeply throughout the curriculum.

Key 12: Embed stakeholders in program assessment. Evaluation must not be an “afterthought” but rather an integral part of every development program. Early in the conception and throughout the formative evaluation phase of a new technology, the stakeholders (students, faculty, and administration) participate in the design and validation of features and functionality. Additionally, a variety of formative and summative evaluation methods are used to obtain user feedback at all stages of project development and following implementation. Methods employed included but are not limited to user interviews, formal usability testing, focus groups, and surveys. We are careful to include a mix of students and faculty at all stages. We found that because students and faculty are a demanding and vocal audience, subjective evaluation techniques were well suited to our environment. They never hesitated to share candid opinions and suggestions.

EXAMPLE: The design of a new user interface for the students’ patient log application benefited from “think-aloud” formative assessment methods (von Mayrhauser & Vans 1995) where six students individually described their thoughts while interacting with early versions of the new application. A silent observer notes when and where the students have problems. The software designers and programmers use these transcripts to make mid-stream adjustments to the software.

Discussion and conclusions

In this article, we describe approaches to the organization, support, and process of delivering innovative technology for learning. Others have described the organizational structures used to support education technology at medical schools (Souza et al. 2008) and methods for effective educational software development (Candler 2007; Ellaway & Masters 2008). Here, we go further by sharing the structural and methodological keys that led others and us to successful technology programs and positive educational outcomes. As a result, at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine, students and faculty now regularly communicate asynchronously via Blogs, conduct projects on dedicated collaborative learning websites, track clinical experiences, and receive contextual learning from online patient logs. We developed these programs collaboratively with faculty and students and tailored them to the specific educational needs of our learners.

While there is a paucity of objective evidence showing that technology, as an independent variable, positively impacts medical education (Cook 2006), faculty and student adoption can be reasonable indicators of value. Our LMS is voluntarily used by every course director and receives 3.6 million page views by our 150 students every year. Students and faculty together created over 2500 collaborative learning websites where they view 5.6 million pages annually. Even a focused application such as the student patient log receives 234,000 page views a year. Another half-million pages are viewed every year on the dozens of smaller LMS sites for dental, residency training, and continuing education. Numbers are not the only impact factor; some technologies that allow learning in new ways have value beyond just utilization. For example, educating using virtual patient simulation and just-in-time learning would not be possible without computer technology. Discovery and development of these and future innovative approaches to learning require dedicated resources and personnel such as our education technology laboratory. Our experience has shown us that relying on just off-the-shelf commercial software is not enough to meet the needs of our learners and faculty.

Students entering medical school now have grown up using the Internet for both learning and social activity. This generation of learners possesses advanced skills and unique expectations for technology in all parts of their lives (McGee & Begg 2008). With this comes an increasing need for continuous evolution in medical education technology and related faculty development.

When properly implemented, education technology centers bring more than just software to the learning experience. They provide an outlet for purposeful experimentation of new education ideas. They not only provide just technical expertise but also much needed educational design and project management for new curricular initiatives. Ultimately, we feel that education technology fosters a culture of educational innovation where new ideas and initiatives are acted on and sustained.
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